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The Second World War
Following on our recent list devoted to the First World War, this week we offer a
selection of material related to World War Two. Included are manuscript archives,
photograph albums and panoramic views, books, a newspaper printed at a military
base overseas, a portrait of an African-American airman, and more. The items on the
list are a fine reflection of the various media used to transmit information on the most
destructive war in human history.

1. [African-Americana]: [World War II]: [A DIGNIFIED CHALK PORTRAIT OF AN UNIDENTIFIED AFRICAN-AMERICAN PILOT DURING WORLD WAR II, LIKELY ONE OF
THE FAMED TUSKEGEE AIRMEN]. [N.p. ca. 1945]. Chalk on board, 12 x 9 inches. Some edge
wear, a few small chips, short crack in image, just touching subject’s right cheek. Still, very good.
A striking color portrait of an African-American member of the United States Army Air Force during
World War II. The drawing was likely executed shortly after the War by a skilled artist who captures
a very dignified image of the soldier. By definition, an African-American fighter pilot or bomber (or
associated groundsman and other personnel) in the American armed forces during World War II would
have served in one of the squadrons collectively known as the Tuskegee Airmen, as the American military
was still segregated at that time. All African-American aviators during World War II trained at Moton
Field, the Tuskegee Army Air Field, and were educated at the Tuskegee Institute in Alabama. Thus,
the subject of this portrait would have trained with the Tuskegee Airmen. The man in the portrait
bears some resemblance to Dudley M. Glasse, a Tuskegee pilot from New York, but exact identification
remains elusive at this time. Regardless of his name, the portrait created in his likeness stands as a proud
reminder of African-American military service and sacrifice during a time when young African-American
men and women were still denied basic civil rights, and the military which they served still thought less
of them.
$650.

2. [Alaska Photographica]: [STUNNING PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPH
CAPTURING A LARGE AMERICAN MILITARY BASE IN THE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS DURING WORLD WAR II]. San Antonio, Tx.: Goldbeck
National Photo & News Service, [ca. 1945]. Panoramic silver gelatin print, 10 x
49 inches. Small marginal tear to right side. Very good.
An exceptional bird’s-eye view of an American military base in Alaska during
World War II. A small sign reads, “Personnel Office Alaska General Depot,”
but the scene is otherwise unidentified. Literally hundreds of Quonset huts are
organized on the coastline, with majestic, snow-covered mountain ranges in the
background. The photograph was taken by famed panoramist Eugene Omar
Goldbeck. From the Texas Handbook Online, regarding Goldbeck:
“A second major theme in Goldbeck’s work, the use of large military groups as
subject matter, developed from his service during World War I in the Photographic
Division of the Aviation Section of the Signal Corps...Known as the ‘unofficial
photographer of America’s military,’ Goldbeck conducted three-year tours to
all of the major military bases in and outside of the United States until demand
diminished for military group photos after World War II. He pushed the limits
of his craft by working with ever larger groups in striking designs.”
A well-executed image of a remote Alaskan military outpost.

$550.

Letters between Six Soldiers
and One Illinois Woman during World War II
3. Huber, Virginia: [EXTENSIVE ARCHIVE OF ONE WOMAN’S CORRESPONDENCE WITH SIX WORLD WAR II SERVICEMEN FROM
ILLINOIS]. Forrest, Il. 1942-1946. 156 letters and two envelope fragments.
Detailed below. A few letters dampstained, usual soiling and offsetting to the
envelopes, wear where opened, else very bright and clean. Near fine.

An extensive archive of Virginia Huber’s correspondence to and from six servicemen from her hometown in Illinois during World War II. This collection of correspondence was carefully collected, arranged and preserved by Huber, a young
secretary. The letters sent from the soldiers are grouped according to the writer,
arranged in reverse chronological order and held together with simple string
bindings. The soldiers’ letters are primarily written on blank leaves or military
stationary, and are housed in the envelopes in which they were originally mailed.
Virginia, apparently careful in the planning of her letters, preserved typed drafts of
her letters and not the handwritten copies she sent to her enlisted correspondents.
Nearly all of her letters are printed on thin carbon paper, although a few greeting
card mock-ups are on cardstock. Virginia’s letters to the men are also grouped
by addressee, arranged in reverse chronological order, and housed in cardstock
paper folders printed with each correspondent’s name and station location.
Virginia Huber, who was active in her local church and community activities, wrote
to several enlisted servicemen whom she knew from her hometown of Forrest,
Illinois. Because they were united by geographical location rather than branch
of service, the soldier letters included here represent a wide range of American
military experiences during World War II. Virginia, whose beauty was noted by
nearly all of her correspondents, was also a notably vivacious and spunky writer.
In addition to the letters written to Virginia, this archive is remarkable for its
inclusion of letters written by her, providing a complete picture of the correspondence between this woman and the soldiers of World War II.
The letters written to Virginia are as follows:
1) Howard Sauder, an Army sergeant from Roanoke, Illinois, stationed in the
Aleutian Islands. Twenty-eight handwritten letters, dated Aug. 11, 1942 – Dec.
30, 1945. Howard was one of Virginia’s longest-lasting correspondents. Stationed
in the Aleutian Islands, Howard was often highly isolated and many of his letters
to Virginia express the sense of disconnect that plagued him. Notably, because
of the location of his station, he was privy to both American and Japanese radio
broadcasts and remarked on the curiousness of thinking of the Allied troops as
criminal.

Included here are twenty-eight of Virginia Huber’s typed
drafts for her letters, two handwritten letters, and two
mock-ups for holiday cards to Sauder. Acquaintances prior
to the war, they began their three-year correspondence
after his deployment. In addition to sending him the
largest number of letters, Virginia’s writings to Howard
were some of the most personalized and included several
custom holiday cards. The pair continued their relationship in person after Howard’s discharge, and, even after he
severed their romantic ties, Virginia maintained that “the
times spent with you and in writing to you were always in
pleasures.” Indeed, she proclaimed that Howard was “one
of the nicest boys I have ever met.”
2) Raymond Johnson, a Naval serviceman from Illinois.
Two handwritten letters and one copied letter, dated Dec.
23, 1943 – Feb. 22, 1944.
Although she kept no record of any correspondence to
him, Virginia’s friendship and Ray’s association of her with
his home, and indeed all that he had left behind, provided
him a strong sense of comfort. As Ray wrote in his letter
from Feb. 22, 1944: “You never miss home till you a long
long way from it.”
3) Art Hartman, an Army serviceman from Strawn, Illinois, stationed in Peoria, Illinois and Camp Lee, Virginia.
Twenty-two handwritten and typed letters, dated Jan. 3,
1944 – Nov. 20, 1946. Art and Virginia’s close friendship
is evident in the familiarity of Art’s letters; in addition to
asking about her love life and telling her about his dates, Art
includes several cutouts from military newspapers – often
the joke sections. Notably, Art was stationed at the newly
rebuilt Camp Lee, which is now better known as Fort Lee.
Her side of the correspondence includes seven typed drafts
for her letters, four carbon copies of typed letters, and three
mock-ups for holiday cards to Hartman. Their correspondence begins while Art was a civilian in Illinois; primary
discussions were their plans for various dates. Virginia’s
letters to Art bear some of her warmest writings as well
as her most romantic closing salutations.
4) Albert Steffen, a Naval serviceman from Elgin, Illinois,
stationed in Okinawa. Fourteen handwritten letters, dated
Nov. 6, 1944 – July 29, 1946. Although he boasted of several excursions to the Japanese mainland, Albert primarily
describes his adventures on Okinawa, which he calls “the
rock,” and the many servicemen he met who also hail from

his hometown. In addition to his letters, Virginia preserved three photographs
and one newspaper clipping that Albert sent to her: a photograph of him
before deployment, a snapshot of his dog, a clipped newspaper photograph
of several Elgin boys, and a photo of the matured Albert flexing his biceps.
Notably, Albert enlisted in the Navy after completing only two years of high
school, and these photos stand testament both to his youth and the physical
effects of the military’s maturation process. One of her most affectionate
correspondents, Albert was very forward in his admiration of Virginia’s
beauty, often requesting photos and even signing one envelope “S.W.A.K.”
Virginia has included three of her typed drafts for her letters and one carbon copy of a typed letter to Steffen. Although she did not profess as many
endearments to him, Virginia enthusiastically describes her successes in her
job and social activities.
5) Norman Funk, a Naval airman from Roanoke, Illinois, stationed in Jacksonville, Florida. Two handwritten letters, dated Dec. 14, 1944 – Jan. 15,
1945. Although few in number, Norman’s letters to Virginia are rich in
descriptions of his experiences at the Naval Air Station in Jacksonville, as
well as his training at different military schools. With noticeable intelligence
and a clear flair for academics, Norman was one of Virginia’s most eloquent
and amusing correspondents. As he wrote in a letter from Dec. 14, 1944:
“Well, Virginia, I have filled several pages talking about myself, which isn’t
supposed to be proper, but this is war.”
Included are three of Virginia’s typed drafts for her letters written to Norman Funk. Long-time family friends, Virginia began writing to Norman
after his sister Eunice showed her his navy photograph, which Virginia
proclaimed “grand.”
6) Roy Funk, an Army serviceman from Gridley, Illinois, stationed in Camp
Crowder, Missouri and Camp Polk, Louisiana. Twenty-two handwritten letters and one returned letter from Virginia, dated Sept. 22, 1945 – Aug. 31,
1946. Roy was stationed at Camp Crowder and Camp Polk, both of which
were erected at the start of World War II in preparation for the mobilization of American troops. Although stationed within the U.S. mainland, Roy
shared the sense of ennui and longing for civilian life experienced by enlisted
men around the globe. As he professed to Virginia: “I’ve been stumbling
around these two years, just looking forward to getting out, but when I want
to start living again.”
There are twelve of Virginia’s typed drafts for her letters written to Roy
Funk. Virginia’s letters to Roy, a close family friend, are among her more
personal writings, where she shares more intimate details about her daily life,
including her town’s new taxi service, a mysterious rash, and her dating life.
$1500.

Radar Sites and Indigenous Tribes in Panama
4. Parrish, Emmett A.: [Panama Photographica]: [PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM
CONTAINING OVER 135 IMAGES OF PANAMA AND NATIVE POPULATIONS DURING WORLD WAR II, TAKEN BY AMERICAN RADAR
TECHNICIAN EMMETT A. PARRISH]. [Panama. 1943-1944]. 137 original
photographs, most 2¾ x 4½ to 3½ x 5 inches, with two larger format images.
Oblong quarto. Faux leather boards, embossed and gilt, string tied. Photos in
corner mounts on black cardstock leaves, plastic tabs attached to fore-edges.
Photos generally fine and extensively captioned. Very good.
A wonderful photograph album comprising nearly one hundred forty images
documenting Emmett A. Parrish’s experience while an American military radar
technician in Panama during World War II. In 1943 and 1944, Parrish travelled
to various locations in the country to work on radar sites intended for the protection of the Panama Canal and the large U.S. military presence on the isthmus.
Rather than documenting his military work, however, Parrish seems to have been
much more interested in the native populations near his work sites, and this album
is an outstanding document of isolated native groups in Panama in this period.

The first section of the album, consisting of approximately fifty photographs,
records his journey to a radar site near the Gulf of San Blas. The images predominately depict the native tribes that lived on the San Blas Islands in the gulf,
who boated to the mainland in order to farm. Parrish visited several of these
islands, and his photographs show the Indian villages, foraging, farming, and
other activities, and numerous portraits of women and children.

5. White, Frank B.: White, Jean: [EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF OVER
275 LETTERS BY A MARINE IN THE PACIFIC THEATER OF WORLD
WAR II AND HIS WIFE IN MARYLAND]. [Various places in the Pacific
Islands and Japan; Lanham, Md. 1939-1945]. 280 letters in original envelopes.
Light tanning and wear to envelopes. Letters folded, otherwise quite clean. A
fine collection.

After a short series of images documenting a hiking trip taken by Parrish and several
fellow servicemen, the remainder of the album is dedicated to a long journey across
the Bay of Panama to a radar site on a spit of land between the branches of the
Rio Tuira and the Rio Balsas in Darien. These initial thirty-six images chronicles
the journey to the remote site, which took more than three days via a series of
increasingly small boats. The second half of this section, another approximately
thirty-six photographs, records the nearby village of Darien Indians and some
of their activities, including canoeing on the river, and a local doctor pulling a
tooth. This section contains many fascinating group and individual portraits.

A large archive of correspondence, consisting of 280 letters written by Frank
White, a Marine in the Pacific during World War II to his wife in Maryland,
copiously relating his experience of the war, and by his wife, Jean, in Lanham,
Maryland. White was a Sergeant in the 4th Marine Division, which participated
in the campaigns in the Marshall Islands, the Mariana Islands, and Iwo Jima. The
bulk of the correspondence, over one hundred ninety letters, date from July 1944
to October 1945. Two smaller groups of letters, about forty-five each, are from
Jean White in 1939 and 1940, while Frank was in the Maryland State Police, and
from August and September 1945, at the end of the war.

A printed map of Panama is mounted to the front pastedown, with manuscript
annotations showing radar sites, and the routes of Parrish’s travel. An excellent
album, with a trove of photographs depicting Panamanian natives during World
War II, as captured by an American serviceman.
$3500.

The first pair of Frank White’s letters are from 1943, one from his Marine training at New River, North Carolina, and one from Camp Pendleton, north of San
Diego. The 4th Marine Division arrived in the Pacific to take part in the battle
for the Marshall Islands, which ended in February 1944. By July 1944, where

the preponderance of the letters pick up, the unit had moved on to the Mariana
Islands, and were engaged in the fight for Saipan. The letters report the end of
the battle and the aftermath, including dislodging stranded, recalcitrant Japanese
soldiers from the caves. At the end of the month, the unit assaulted Tinian Island,
which was completely overcome by August 2, and by White’s account was easier
to clear than Saipan.
After the battles on Saipan and Tinian, which cost the 4th Marine Division a
quarter of its strength, White’s unit was removed to Maui to recuperate. His
letters from this period report in great detail his daily activities in camp, during
which he was promoted to the rank of Platoon Sergeant. In January 1945, the
division was shipped out to Iwo Jima, and several letters report on the battle there,
before White returns to Hawaii for the remainder of the war, where his letters
continue until July 1945. The final group of his letters date to September and
October 1945, while his unit is being mustered out and sent back to California.
Jean White’s letters from August and September, 1945 report the news from home
and also include her trenchant opinions concerning the use of the atomic bomb.
In her letter of August 9 she writes: “The really big news has surely been the
atomic bomb and Russia’s declaration of war against Japan. I cannot express my
feelings about the first for I am still trying to comprehend its power....It seems
to me that this type of scientific research has brought to light a power much too
far advanced for the average man’s mind.”
An extensive archive of World War II correspondence, detailing affairs in the
Pacific and at home.
$2750.

Seabees and Natives in the South Pacific
6. Woltman, Arthur: [ARCHIVE OF WORLD WAR II IN THE SOUTH
PACIFIC, DEPICTED IN A SAILOR’S PHOTO ALBUM OF 431 BLACK
AND WHITE SNAPSHOTS, AS WELL AS A GROUP OF NAUGHTY
SOUVENIR PHOTOS OF NATIVE WOMEN, AND SOME PRINTED AND
MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL]. [N.p., but in the Pacific theater. 1944-1945].
Forty-nine leaves, containing more than 450 photographs, as well as printed and
manuscript material, detailed below. Large folio. Brown pictorial padded cloth
album, tied with string as issued. Leaves somewhat brittle and chipped,
An extensive photo album scrap book documenting Arthur Woltman’s naval service during World War II. Arthur Woltman (1912-91) of Saugatuck, Michigan,
enlisted in the Navy in April 1944, and was mustered out in December 1945. He
served as a Machinist Mate aboard the U.S.S. ARD Twelve, which was posted to
Espirito Santo, New Hebrides Islands, Subic Bay, the Philippine Islands, and New
Guinea during World War II. The ARD was a floating “auxiliary repair dock”
used to repair damaged ships while they were still in the water. They could be
partially flooded to receive the ship, then emptied to provide a dry-dock platform
for the repairs. Some of the photos here show the U.S.S. ARD Twelve at work,
while another handful show the enterprising sailors constructing a boxed garden
– complete with picket fence – for growing vegetables.

Item 8
The images in the album show groups of Woltman’s fellow sailors aboard ship,
in port, on shore leave at the beach, in the Philippine Islands, and more. There
are numerous views of islanders in both western and native dress, particularly in
New Guinea, with images of villages, children, naked natives, and more. There
are views of ships in the harbor, local temples, bridges, damaged buildings, groups
of destroyed airplanes on the ground, a photo of aerial bombing, as well as boxing matches and baseball games, and nine photographs of a U.S.O. show. The
archive includes a group of approximately thirty artfully posed photos of native
women – topless or nude – some in focus and others a bit grainier, which were
likely available to the military personnel to purchase as souvenirs. There are also
photos of naked natives which appear to be snapshots taken in the moment. Other
than this small group, the album is comprised entirely of vernacular candid shots.
A small collection of greeting cards from Woltman’s wife and family are included
near the end of the album. One envelope contains a 4pp. letter from his wife
excitedly reporting on the news of V-J Day on the radio, and the reactions of
their home town. Two other envelopes contain printed material. Among these
are the American edition of Guinea Gold, Vol. 2, No. 267, a 4pp. newspaper produced “In the Field, Friday August 11, 1944,” marked as “not for sale,” which
gives news of the Allied advances in Europe and in the Pacific. Also a reproduced
typescript of the Jungle Journal, “New Guinea’s Leading Newspaper, U.S. Naval
Base,” Vol. II, No. 32, dated Sunday Aug. 20, 1944, which is [20]pp. on five loose
folded sheets; stories include the American 7th Army advances, offensives against
Japanese bases, home news, baseball scores, etc. Another six-page reproduced
typescript newspaper is tipped onto an album page, entitled Lucky Lavaca, Vol. 1,
No. 15, dated June 13, 1945; it reports on sunken enemy ships in Manila Bay, and
includes mention of the bond drive, the celebration of Flag Day, and humorous
posts on life in the service, plus notation at the bottom of most pages indicating
“Not for Publication.” A copy of a commendation for Woltman is also included.

Altogether a wonderful representative record of naval service in the Pacific during
the Second World War.
$2500.
7. [World War II]: WAR COMES TO THE U.S. – DEC. 7, 1941 THE
FIRST 30 HOURS AS REPORTED TO THE TIME-LIFE-FORTUNE
NEWS BUREAU FROM THE U.S. AND ABROAD [wrapper title]. [N.p.
1941]. [222]pp. printed on recto only. Quarto. Original front printed wrapper
bound into gilt buckram. Crease, pencil notes and some mended tears to front
wrapper, stamped “N ews B ureau F iles .” Number stamp on first page of text,
else very good.
Prints official correspondence, news reports and first-hand accounts of the events
of the first thirty hours after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, with the appearance of a mimeographed typescript.
$250.

World War II Black Infantry Company
8. [World War II]: [African Americana]: [RARE PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPH
OF AN UNIDENTIFIED AFRICAN-AMERICAN INFANTRY COMPANY
SERVING DURING WORLD WAR II]. New York: Wright Photographers,
Inc., [ca. 1942]. Panoramic photograph, 8 x 36¾ inches. Mild surface and edge
wear. Very good plus. Rolled.
A striking panoramic photograph capturing an African-American infantry company
in dress uniform, likely during training for service during World War II. Hundreds
of young, stoic African-American soldiers stand behind a row of kneeling white
officers, as was the custom before the desegregation of the United States military
by President Truman just a few years later. The photographer is identified in the
negative as Wright Photographers of 1539 Broadway, New York City.
$750.

The text includes a fantastic account of the attack, biographies of each of the crew members and skippers, the
text of their final letters to their families, an interview
with the Japanese Chief of the Naval Press Section of
the Imperial Headquarters by Japanese novelist Eiji
Yoshikawa, and more. The closing text advises: “The
end of the War of Greater East Asia is still far off.
In order to gain a final victory, the present total war
must be fought with unflagging energy to a finish, and
for this purpose the nation must form an even firmer
resolution to gain complete mastery of all seas.” It is
not at all clear why this work was published in English,
as the colophon, printed in Japanese at the end of the
text, warns that it is not for sale; this warning does not
appear in English anywhere in the book.
This firm previously sold an edition of this title with
eighty-two pages and bound in more elaborate cloth
with string ties, but with only twenty-four total pages of
photographs. The present example is bound in simpler
blue cloth, with six fewer pages of text but two additional pages of photographs. This title was possibly
issued in regular and deluxe editions, with three more
leaves of text in the deluxe edition, though it does not
make sense that the regular editions would have more
photographs. Perhaps this speaks to the frenetic environment under which these books were most assuredly
being assembled.

A Remarkable Japanese Publication about Pearl Harbor,
Issued in English in the Midst of War

OCLC locates only five copies of the present seventysix-page edition, with only one copy in the United States, at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison.
OCLC 3530134.
$3750.

9. [World War II]: [Pearl Harbor Attack]: SPECIAL ATTACK FLOTILLA.
Tokyo: Japan Times, [1942]. [8],76,[1]pp. plus frontispiece and twenty-five pages
of photographs. Half title. Quarto. Original blue cloth, lettered in silver on the
front cover. Minor edge wear, light soiling, spine ends a bit chipped and frayed,
spine head bumped, binding a bit tender. Overall very good.

10. [World War II]: [Japanese Military]: [THE PHILIPPINE EXPEDITIONARY FORCE. Translated from Japanese]. [Manila. 1943]. [103] leaves. Printed
in Japanese characters. Original red cloth spine and printed paper boards. Spine
neatly repaired. Contents generally clean. Very good.

One of apparently two editions of this very rare volume of Japanese propaganda,
curiously published in English at the height of the battle for the Pacific in World
War II. Subtitled Bushido in the War of Greater East Asia on the front cover and
half title, it is a tribute to the nine Japanese sailors who launched an undersea
attack on the United States fleet at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii on Dec. 7, 1941 in a
“Special Attack Flotilla” of two-man “midget” submarines. None of them survived.
The sailors were treated as heroes and the text is nothing short of worshipful of
the “Hero Gods.”

Pictorial account of the Japanese invasion of the Philippines, published as a
propaganda piece to support and commemorate the endeavor. Photographs are
captioned in Japanese, and include images of Japanese soldiers involved in actions all over the Philippines, as well as a grateful populace. One image shows
Japanese soldiers handing out treats to Filipino children. There are also several
photographs of American P.O.W.s; one image shows men lying in hospital beds,
others show them seated in large groups. An interesting pictorial history.
$750.

11. [World War II]: Brotherton, Henry Alton, Major:
[WORLD WAR II CENTRAL PACIFIC ARCHIVE OF
WARRANT OFFICER HENRY A. BROTHERTON,
INCLUDING 225 PHOTOGRAPHS, A COLLECTION OF MILITARY PAPERWORK, AND EIGHT
LARGE-FORMAT ORIGINAL CARTOONS]. [Various places, including North Carolina, San Francisco, but
mostly Hawaii. 1944-1948]. 225 photographs; thirteen
photographic negatives; six letters and telegrams; two
folders of Brotherton’s military paperwork; three original
pencil sketches; eight large-format ink and pencil captioned
cartoons of the 551st Ordnance H.M. Co.; Brotherton’s
wife’s identification card for Fort McPherson, Georgia; a
small nameplate for “Lt. Henry Brotherton”; and a Nov.
27, 1948 issue of the Army Times newspaper, listing Brotherton as a Major under the “Warrant List.” Some insect
damage to the pencil sketches and one cartoon, otherwise
generally very good or better condition.
A nice collection of material on the wartime experiences
of Major Henry Alton Brotherton (1920-86), a Warrant
Officer from Iredell, North Carolina. The numerous
photographs feature a variety of settings and subjects.
The majority of the photographs emanate from Hawaii,
showing Brotherton and his wife (who apparently joined
him there at some point after his assignment there, either
to live for awhile or visit), other officers and soldiers at
work and play, studio portraits of Brotherton, a handful
of 8 x 10-inch press photos, and a 4 x 10-inch panorama
of the 551th Ordnance Company. Over thirty of the photographs are annotated, mostly identifying Brotherton, his
wife, or military subjects in Hawaii in 1945, with three
photographs showing the 551st at a “Beer Party.”
Among the letters and telegrams are a small handwritten
note by Brotherton to his wife in North Carolina, wishing her congratulations on their wedding anniversary
and a Western Union telegram wishing the same (dated
a day apart from each other); a Dec. 31, 1945 telegram
from Brotherton to his wife saying that he expects to “be
home soon.”
A Dec. 22, 1944 five-page letter from Brotherton’s wife,
Polly, includes extremely romantic and borderline racy
content from a homefront wife to her husband while he
was in training in San Francisco: “My Darling Husband,
I’m wanting you so terribly much tonight, I hardly know

how to begin my letter….If I dared put all my emotions on paper, this letter would be scorched with
passion, Brother. I love you, I love you, I love you!!”
The folders of documents include official army service forms, rosters, reports, etc. Notable among the
papers are a packet of documents relating to the visit of the President of Mexico to Kansas City in 1947
(which Brotherton was tasked with coordinating); a certificate of training for “Mess Management;” both
a 1946 application for commission in the regular army and also one for extended active duty; a list of
Brotherton’s ordnance depot bowling league (in which Brotherton is listed near the top with a 163.1
average); and a snarky letter from Brotherton’s superior, commenting on a traffic citation received by
Brotherton: “If all officers had the same attitude [as Lt. Brotherton toward parking rules,] this post
would have to have an M.P. on every street and intersection which is neither feasible nor desirable.”
Perhaps the most notable portion of the archive lies in the nine large black-and-white ink and pencil
cartoons on eight sheets. They depict soldiers performing various ordnance tasks on a base, presumably
somewhere in the Central Pacific, accompanied by humorous commentary. Six of the cartoons directly
reference either the Pacific or California. One cartoon pictures “the men most commonly called as the
Bull Gangers, who work on the big weapons which give Japs lead poisoning.” A few cartoons picture
palm trees or reference pineapples. Another cartoon shows two soldiers in conversation, with a thought
bubble above them showing the Golden Gate Bridge; the caption reads: “I figure that my new tool will
speed this war up so fast that we will see the Golden Gate in forty eight.” One of the cartoons includes
a sign reading “551st Ord. H. M. Co” [Heavy Maintenance Company]. These pieces are unsigned, so
it is unclear if they are Brotherton’s work, but some of the soldiers depicted are named (e.g. [Eddie]
Blackford, Mullins, and “Big Joe” Galecki).
An unusually dense and diverse World War II archive, with photographs, military documents, and original artwork
relating to the Pacific Theater of the war.
$3500.

“Jap War Ends”
12. [World War II]: BASE M TIMES. Vol. II, No. 47. Luzon, Philippines. Aug. 15, 1945. [2]pp.
Single folio sheet. Old folds, few short fold tears. Very good.
A fascinating extra issue from the Base M Times, a mimeographed newspaper published by Base M, a
mobile supply unit for the Sixth Army during fighting in the Philippines during World War II. This
issue announces the end of the war with the headline, “Jap War Ends,” and then proceeds to relay news
from President Truman that the Japanese surrender is unconditional, General MacArthur will command
the occupation of Japan, and other news. A snippet of text reads: “Thus after 192 weeks of battle in
which the United States suffered 1,068,000 casualties of which more than one-quarter of a million men
were killed the war with Japan has come to an end.”
In a pamphlet published in 1945, presumably by the United States Army, and titled Pictorial History of
Base M, the unit’s newspaper is described as such:
“During the earlier staging periods, the efforts of this Section were concentrated in the successful
preparation of a Base newspaper which would keep personnel well-informed of up-to-the-minute developments. Originally known as the Bulletin, it is now called the
Base M Times. Two pages are put out daily with a four-page edition on Sundays. The paper has proved to be so popular that 3,000 copies are now being distributed
daily with some copies going to combat troops in this sector.”
Few issues of this ephemeral publication remain, with no other copies of the present issue known to this firm. No copies reported in OCLC.

$450.

“Construction Photographs 55th Seabee’s.” The photographs are clean and clear.
Near fine.
A very interesting album of photographs documenting the construction of the U.S.
Navy Base on the tiny island of Mios Woendi during World War II. Located in
the Dutch East Indies near Indonesia, Mios Woendi was an important base for
American PT boats and for larger ships as well. The photographs in this album
show the construction of the base by the U.S. Navy construction battalion known as
the “Seabees.” The photographs give aerial views of the island, the dense foliage,
the Seabee’s camp, and dozens of detailed views of all stages of the construction
of the base. Also dozens of PT boats – this could be “McHale’s Navy.” Likely
produced in a very small number for military authorities and participants in the
construction. We are unable to locate any other copies.
$600.
14. [World War II Photographica]: OFFICERS 86th INFANTRY TRAINING BN. “ANTI-TANK.” CAMP ROBERTS, CALIF. 1941. Camp Roberts,
Ca.: Austin Studios, 1941. Silver gelatin panoramic photograph, 8 x 28½ inches.
Several creases, minor surface wear. Good plus.

The South Pacific in World War II
13. [World War II in the Pacific]: CONSTRUCTION PICTURES OF MIOS
WOENDI, NETHERLANDS-EAST-INDIES. 55 U.S. NAVAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION. 1944. Mios Woendi. 1944. Three pages of typed index,
followed by sixty-two photographs, each measuring 5 x 6½ inches. Photographs
numbered in lower right corner (corresponding to index) and backed by linen.
Oblong 12mo. Original Plexiglas binding, brad bound, with a cover reading:

An interesting panoramic photograph featuring the twenty-six officers of the
86th Infantry Anti-Tank division. Of particular interest are the contemporary
manuscript identifications of each officer in black ink, with the last name and
occasionally the first name or nickname of each man written on the photograph
near each officer’s head or feet. The 86th Infantry served with distinction in the
European Theater of Operations during World War II. They saw thirty-four days
of intense combat, mostly inside Germany, where they fought from Cologne to
Wasserburg between March 4 and May 2, 1845. They then moved to Mattsee,
Austria, where they captured the crown jewels of Hungary.
A valuable artifact from the early days of World War II, identifying twenty-six
members of the Greatest Generation during their training in California. $200.

printed map section. Quarto. Patterned paper over cloth, embossed cloth military
emblems on front board. Front hinge cracked, nearly separated, spine and edges
worn. Photographs in corner mounts, extensively captioned in Japanese. Contents
fine. Overall, very good.
An extensive photograph album containing nearly 125 images of the 26th Division
of the Japanese Imperial Army during World War II. The division was formed
from three regiments in Manchuria in 1937, and served in China through 1940.
In 1944 the unit was sent to the Philippines in order to reinforce the deteriorating
situation in the Pacific. The division was first decimated en route by an American
submarine attack on their convoy, and then virtually annihilated in the ensuing
battles on the islands as the Japanese desperately attempted to retain control.
The preponderance of the photos in the album seem to have been taken in Japan
in the years between the division’s service in China and their embarkation to the
Philippines. Many of the photos depict the men in training or on the march. The
training photos show P.T. exercises, bayonet drills, and other combat exercises.
One short section depicts the men being inspected by Emperor Hirohito. Also
present are group portraits of enlisted men, many quite candid, and more formal
individual portraits of officers. Several images seem to have been taken in actual
combat zones outside of Japan.
An outstanding photographic document of a large Japanese military unit that was
nearly obliterated by the war.
$1850.
16. [World War II Photographica]: [FASCINATING COLLECTION OF
TWENTY ANNOTATED ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF PACIFIC
THEATER ACTIVITIES DURING WORLD WAR II, INCLUDING FIVE
IMAGES OF JAPANESE AND KOREAN PRISONERS OF WAR]. [At sea in
the South Pacific, and on Guam]. 1943-1944. Twenty loose photographs. Minor
wear, a few images slightly faded. Very good.

Photo Record of a Japanese Infantry Division
Entirely Destroyed in the Philippines
15. [World War II Photographica]: [Japan]: [ALBUM CONTAINING APPROXIMATELY 125 ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE 26th DIVISION, JAPANESE IMPERIAL ARMY DURING WORLD WAR II]. Japan.
[ca. 1941-1944]. 124 silver gelatin photographs, plus three cards, leaflet, and small

An interesting and unique group of annotated photographs from an unknown
United States Navy midshipman aboard the U.S.S. President Monroe, recording
activities in the Pacific Theater during World War II. All twenty photographs
have notes written on one or both sides. The U.S.S. President Monroe was built
just prior to World War II, and proved instrumental during the Gilbert Islands
invasion, the operations in the Marshall Islands, and at the invasion of Guam.
All three of these events are memorialized here, with images of the Navy on and
in the waters around Guam, a shot of indigenous people and another of a U.S.
tank on Tarakawa, Gilbert Islands, and shots of prisoners of war captured on the
Marshall Islands.
Five of the photographs show the Japanese and Korean prisoners of war in the
sick bay aboard the Monroe. Four of the photographs depict Japanese prisoners;
one image shows Korean captives. One shot shows a Navy doctor performing a
surgical procedure on one of the wounds of the “Wounded Jap prisoner of war...
captured in Marshall Islands.” Another photograph of a struggling Japanese

An outstanding and extensive photograph album containing nearly 370 original
photographs that constitute a comprehensive account of Russell Denny’s service
in the United States Navy from 1943 to 1945. Denny was from Gary, Indiana
and was called up from the Navy Reserves in 1943 and sent to basic training.
The initial images in the album depict him at his home in Indiana, between boot
camp and the beginning of his tour of duty, in uniform with the family. He appears to have served several roles as a Seabee in Naval Construction units, and
eventually became part of the Seventh Fleet, which participated in the Battle of
Leyte Gulf and other major engagements in the Pacific theater.
The album is well organized by “chapters,” the second of which depicts Denny
in the Aleutian Islands as part of the 5th Special Naval Construction Battalion,
where the unit was responsible for the construction and initial manning of a naval

P.O.W. is annotated on the verso, “Wounded Jap prisoner of war in sick bay on
board U.S.S. Pres. Monroe, was captured on Marshall Islands. Note shrapnel
wounds on legs.” The notation on the back of a photograph picturing a trio of
P.O.W.s standing amidst armed American soldiers reads: “Korean war prisoners
captured on Kwajalein, Marshall Islands. Picture was taken in brig on U.S.S. Pres.
Monroe.” Other images show the destruction of Kwajalein (one of the Marshall
Islands) and Navy men on Tarawa, in the Gilbert Islands.
$250.

A Hoosier Seabee in Alaska and the South Pacific
17. [World War II Photographica]: Denny, Russell E.: [COMPREHENSIVE
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM CONTAINING OVER 360 IMAGES DOCUMENTING THE WORLD WAR II EXPERIENCE OF R.E. DENNY IN
THE UNITED STATES NAVY, INCLUDING STINTS IN ALASKA, AUSTRALIA, NEW GUINEA, AND THE PHILIPPINES]. [Various places including Aleutian Islands, Brisbane, Manila, New Guinea. 1943-1945]. 365 original
photographs, 2 x 2½ to 3 x 5¾ inches, plus several pieces of ephemera. Oblong
quarto. Contemporary calf boards, front board hand-tooled in blind. Photos
affixed directly to leaves with thin strips of tape, extensively captioned in type.
Yellowing or fading to a few images, but most contents fine. Overall very good.

base at Adak Harbor. The pictures show their camp
and offices, as well as various outdoor scenes, and also
include a number of individual and group portraits.
The third section of the album shows similar scenes
in Brisbane and Sydney, Australia during 1944 after
Denny transferred to the 3rd Naval Construction Brigade and moved across the Pacific. Also included are
several images of Denny and his friends posing with
locals and of city street scenes.
The fourth “chapter” documents the Denny’s unit, now
a part of the Seventh Fleet, and their cruise to New
Guinea in mid-1944. Sixty photos depict the harbor
at Hollandia full of American vessels, the surrounding
base, and its various edifices, and candid images of the
Seabees around the base. Of particular interest in this
section is a series of nearly twenty photographs of local
indigenous people and their village.
The final major section, consisting of photos of the
Philippines, comprises approximately the second half
of the album. The images here are primarily of Leyte
and Manila. One of the more remarkable aspects of
this chapter are a series of before-and-after shots of
Manila architecture utilizing previous commercial images and Denny’s contemporary photography in order
to demonstrate the war damage. Another fascinating
aspect is a second series of photographs showing the
native population and various interactions with them.
Other photographs show a number of views of the
cities, primarily Manila, destroyed Japanese military
equipment, and candid shots of enlisted men around
the base and in the city. Denny remained in the Philippines until the end of the war, and a final short series
of photos document his return home in October 1945.
A fascinating album that details the World War II
experience of an Indiana Seabee from start to finish,
documenting his service in Alaska and across the Pacific.
$2250.

Photo Album of a Seabee in the Philippines in 1945
18. [World War II Photographica]: [Philippines Photographica]: [PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM CONTAINING OVER 130 ORIGINAL IMAGES COMPILED BY A MEMBER OF THE 142nd UNITED
STATES NAVAL CONSTRUCTION BATTALION STATIONED IN GUIUAN DURING 1945
FOLLOWING THE PHILIPPINES CAMPAIGN]. [Philippines; Okinawa; San Diego. 1945]. 133 silver
gelatin photographs, most 2½ x 4 inches, but ranging from 2½ x 2½ to several 10 x 7 inches. Oblong folio.
Black leatherette album, strong tied. Light wear. Photos in corner mounts, with many captions. Very good.
A fascinating photographic account of military service in the Philippines compiled by a member of the 142nd
U.S. Naval Construction Battalion, the Seabees, in 1945. Most of the images, approximately three-quarters

of the album, were taken in Guiuan, on Samar Island in the central Philippines,
where the photographer was stationed. Guiuan city square, the Seabees’ camp,
numerous portraits of local girls, who sometimes pose with American soldiers,
local families and their activities, native architecture, and other local scenes.
They also show the Immaculate Conception Church, with shots of the exterior
and detailed views of the silver altar – built in 1595 to 1844, but completely
destroyed by Typhoon Haiyan in 2013. Several other photos evidently portray
the album’s compiler, posing next to an American fighter plane, while boiling sea
shells, in front of his tent, etc.
The final portion of the album contains photos taken during the operations
aboard the U.S.S. “Monrovia” and “President Harris” in October-November
1945, including views of Okinawa on the way to China, and snapshots of soldiers
unloading cargo in the Yellow Sea China before returning to Manila. There are
also eight clear views of Manila, showing destroyed Japanese cranes and boats in
the harbor, American army headquarters, and a warehouse. The album concludes
with a few photos of the homeward voyage, and shows soldiers discharged in San
Pedro, California.
Overall, a very good album depicting local life and the activities
of the 142nd U.S. Naval Construction Battalion in the Philippines
and Yellow Sea in the last months of the World War II.
$1250.
19. [World War II Photographica]: [Tibbets, Paul W.]: [Atomic
Bomb]: [SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH OF PAUL W. TIBBETTS
WAVING FROM THE COCKPIT OF THE ENOLA GAY].
Tinian Island. Aug. 6, 1945. 8 x 10 inches. Image slightly faded.
Very good.
A print of the famed image of the Enola Gay with its pilot, Paul W.
Tibbets, upon its return to Tinian Island following the release of the
first atomic bomb on Hiroshima. The photograph depicts Tibbets waving from the cockpit of the plane, and is signed by him centrally in the
area of the fuselage between the cockpit windows and the stencil of the
airplane’s moniker.
$300.

